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ItÕs good, theyÕve come together, but they have not yet experi-
enced the totality of the sphere.    And so they have to break 
through that wall.    They have to interpenetrate, pass through 
each other, in order to experience the experience the totality of
the space.    This is what I mean when I say that they cycle back 
and forth between a state of uniting, and a state of contrasting.

ThereÕs no way in the world you can do Zen practice if you 
get fixated on the idea that a man is a man, and a woman is al-
ways a woman.    When a man does a womanÕs job he must become a 
woman.    And when a woman does a manÕs job, she must become a 
man.    But the problem is, as obvious as this is, people say , 
ÓOh, thatÕs a womanÕs job.    I wont do that.    No, thatÕs a manÕs
job, I wont do that.Ó    A training, an education, which teaches 
people to fixate their consciousness activity in this way, is not
good, not auspicious.    

But the state of the source unites, and contrasts without 
the tiniest will or desire.    Through passing through numerous 
cycles like this the activity of emptiness eventually comes to 
manifest an incomplete emptiness.    This incomplete activity of 
emptiness is an incomplete functioning of mind.    The activity of
emptiness creates the world, and all of us.    And when we give 
this activity of emptiness a personified expression we call it 
the activity of mind.    

What we mean by an incomplete activity of emptiness coming 
about    through this cyclic vibratory doing, is the arising of an
incomplete moment of consciousness.    And the primordial incom-
plete moment of consciousness is referred to as passion, or sex-
ual desire.    This craving for feeling, this sexual desire, 
arises because of an incomplete activity of emptiness.    The very
beginning of a sentient being is this arising of incomplete ac-
tivity of emptiness, this ÒjoyokuÓ or sexual passion.    

This incomplete activity of sexual passion arises within the
body of the Tathagata, within the body of the mother.    The 
mother is pregnant with the fetus, and the fetus is this incom-
plete activity of space.    When this feeling comes to be equipped
with eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind then it can no 
longer abide to remain inside the womb of the mother, and so, 
subject and object separate, the baby comes out of the body of 
its mother, into the body of the world.    

In this way the present moment is born.    And as soon as the
present moment is born, along with that is born on the outside 
future, and on the inside past.    In other words the present is 



born in between positive and negative.    When that present is 
born, that self arises, its father and mother are born at exactly
the same time.    According to Zen, father and mother are not born
before the child.    Father, mother, and child are born simultane-
ously.    Hard to understand isnÕt it?    Everybody thinks mother 
and father were born before me, and I was born from them, after 
that.    But thatÕs not the case.    When the cosmic Buddha divides
into two, then incomplete thus coming and thus going appear.    
When tatha-gata and tatha-agata    completely separate, then in 
between them the self, the present arises.    It isnÕt until the 
offspring is born that father and mother are born.    This is when
tatha-gata becomes father, and tatha-agata becomes mother.    Be-
fore the birth of the child, all that there was was the activity 
of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    

WhatÕs really important is to see this principle in your 
zazen.    What time is it?    Oh, just time.    A couple of more min-
utes left.    

If we describe the thus going and thus coming activities as 
each being half, each being 0.5, then we could say that the thus 
going and thus coming give birth to the present their offspring 
by each respectively contributing a tiny fraction of their na-
ture.    Both the thus going and thus coming contributing 0.00001. 
When thus going and thus coming give birth to their offspring 
they are not able to maintain their totality as exactly half any-
more.    

Instead of being 0.5, each one of them becomes 0.4999.    
Neither of them is any more complete going or coming.    And that 
incomplete going is what we call our father, and the incomplete 
coming is what we call our mother.    And what do we mean by the 
self?    The self is that which has received    0.00001 from both 
the thus going and thus coming, and so is appearing as 0.0002.    
There are those who have come all the way from Vienna to do zazen
here, listen carefully to what IÕm saying, because what IÕm talk-
ing about here is something I have not yet transmitted to
 Genro, so he probably doesnÕt talk about it.    

So, which is most similar to the cosmic Buddha, father, 
mother, or child?    The thus going is only the thus going.    The 
thus coming is only the thus coming.    But how about the child?   
The child receives in equal measure both the activity of going 
and coming, of course it receives them incompletely, but it has 
both.    So I ask you, which of the three is closest to Mahavaro-
ciana, the cosmic Buddha?    It goes without saying that it is the
newborn one who is closest to the cosmic Buddha.    It is incom-
plete, but it is the child of the cosmic Buddha.    We refer to 
the newborn one as the disciple of Mahavarociana, or if you wan 



to put it alternatively, as GodÕs disciple.    This is what Bud-
dhism claims, this is what Buddhism insists on, that the newborn 
one is the disciple of Tathagata.    

However, this newborn one does not have the evolved con-
sciousness to know that fact.    By doing the activity of birth 
over and over again, countless times, the born self inevitably 
evolves to have that consciousness.    Okay, weÕve passed our time
so letÕs leave it at this. 


